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Master Index - Digital Concordance - Book 0DIGITAL CONCORDANCE is a comprehensive and

detailed listing of Bible words most of which are found in most every Bible. It is divided into 100

Books with 150 word articles in each book. It has 14,812 key Bible words indexed. With it you can

find anything and anyone within the Bible record easily and also do word studies of key scriptural

ideas. Each numbered volume contains 150 articles within an alphabetical range, and each volume

costs $1.00. Some readers will use the provided Master Index to find the volume containing the

information they need to look up, and get to it for only $1.00. Others will want to download the entire

book of some 33,000 pages. If it is found within the Bible record, you will find abundant information

concerning it within Digital Concordance!DIGITAL CONCORDANCE is all beautifully formatted in

color, and it uses standard colors to denote various textual aspects like article names, keywords are

in RED and surrounding words in BLUE to make them stand out. All verses are listed in Bible Canon

order to ease finding what you want quickly. All of the Bible verses listed are complete verses, so

that you can see all of the versesâ€™ context at first reading. This makes for a large book, but it also

makes it far better and easier to get to the correct verse the first time. It makes Bible study and

research a delight. You will never again have to hunt around to find material in support or proof of

any point, and you can speak with authority on any Bible subject.DIGITAL CONCORDANCE is clear

of all punctuation and abbreviations for easier and more accurate searching, and is designed for the

reader, with clear text, consistent color formatting and large enough print to read easily. It uses a

modern language literal translation in English to show all referenced scriptures. It is a direct

translation from the Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic, and it is easily understood. Yet any translation can

be used for all the scriptural references are also given. If your Ebook reader/software supports

indexing, then it also has a word index that will take you directly to any word.DIGITAL

CONCORDANCE - covers 33,000 pages and 1.50 million lines of text. It has been divided into 100

volumes to make it easier to get at the correct information quickly. Readers may search for and then

use the DIGITAL CONCORDANCE Master Index, which is $1.00, to see all of the Word Headings

within the entire Index, and which volume their search word may be found within. Just search by

typing DIGITAL CONCORDANCE Master Index in the site search form to download the Index or

search for DIGITAL CONCORDANCE to see all of the different Books in the series, and what word

ranges are contained within each book. Readers may buy the books comprising this library one at a

time, or the entire book altogether, their choice. Please take the time to download a sample of one

of the book files, for it is the most comprehensive and beautifully formatted DIGITAL

CONCORDANCE you will ever use.Jerome Cameron Goodwin is also the author of 4 other major



reference works, a Bible enclyclopedia entitled, Know Your Bible, Exhaustively Cross-Referenced

Bible, The Commented Bible, a family and group study series covering Isaiah to Revelation, and a

digital subject cross-index called, Key Themes and Bible Teachings. Search the site for any of these

also to see complete listing in one place. They will all become a treasured part of your divine library

throughout your life. This means everlasting life, their taking in knowledge of the only true God, and

of the one whom you sent forth, Jesus Christ! (John 17:3)
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This is only the index. My mistake. You have to buy all the other books to use this one. What a

waste of a dollar!! Sorry I didn't read better before I bought it.Now I will just erase it and hope not to

buy junk again.

all you get for your dollar is words beginning with "a". you do not get where in the bible the words

are found. from now on i will read reviews before buying!



Not what I expected and I found this near useless. I guess I should have read up on this better

before buying.

The major problem with this product is a lack of proper instructions. I have played with the book and

figured most of it out. So, here goes :First, understand that the book you purchased is NOT the

entire concordance but only the master index. The rest of the concordance has been split up into

100 additional books at $1.00 each. These are available in the Kindle store as well.Next, when you

first open the master index, it does NOT take you to the beginning of the book but to the beginning

of the As. So, press the menu button and choose "go to" Then choose "beginning". This will take

you to the beginning where you will find the list of books with the range of entries that book

covers.The rest of the book is arranged in an alphabetical list. the book each list appears in appears

as a subheading in the list. So each entry between one subheading and the next is in the book

referred to by the previous subheading. Play around with the list and you'll get the idea.Each book is

a available in the Kindle store. I was able to find the book by searching for "digital concordance

book 3". This would show me book 3. since the book number is displayed with the book title I see no

difficulty in using this method.These instructions should have been included in the authors book

description.I have it 3 stars as a gift. I will vary that as I Use the concordance.I hope this helps.

This concordance is just a list of words. I couldn't get to the verses I wanted.There are no

instructions, just a list of words.If there is a link from the word to the verses, that would be

helpful.Thank you.

impossable to get around in. spent a dollar and that was way way to much. Get something else if

you want to study.

I did not understand that this was just an index. The price was too good to be true and that should

have gave me a clue. Partly my fault but more instructions as to how to use the book would have

helped

I guess I was disappointed because I don't have the real concordance to go with it. Not Jerome

Goodwin's fault, but I can't use it like this, and don't know how to go on and get the rest. I really

need a digital concordance.
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